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Chapter(2) Content 

• What is Social Media and Social 
Networking? 

• Social Media (Tools) 
– Wikis (Wikipedia, WikiLeaks & WikiHow) 
– Blogs 
– Twitter 
– Facebook 

 
 

 
 
 



Social Media 
Social media is an umbrella term that defines the 
various activities that integrate technology, social 
interaction, and the construction of words, 
pictures, videos and audio. 



Social Networking 
It means using social media sites to 
network with others online whether they 
be professionals, friends or strangers 
with similar interests and goals.  

 



 
 

Popular Social Media Tools 



Wikis 



Wikis 
• Ward Cunningham, the 

developer of the first wiki 
software, WikiWikiWeb. 

 
• A wiki is a web application. It is 

a Hawaiian word meaning 
“fast” or “quick”. 

 
• It allows people to add, modify, 

or delete content in 
collaboration with others. 

 
 

 



Wikis- Cont. 
• A wiki Page: A single pages in A wiki website. 
 
• The wiki : is the entire collection of pages, which are usually 

well interconnected by hyperlinks. 
 
• Encyclopedia project Wikipedia: is the most popular wiki on the 

public web in terms of page views, but there are many sites 
running many different kinds of wiki software. 

 
• A wiki vs. a blog : 

– Wiki content is created without any defined owner or leader. 
– Wikis have little implicit structure, allowing structure to emerge 

according to the needs of the users. 
 
 

 



Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) 

• Wikipedia is a multilingual, web-based, 
free-content encyclopedia project. 

 
• It is supported by the Wikimedia 

Foundation and based on an openly 
editable model.  

 
• Wikipedia word is a combination of the 

words wiki and encyclopedia.  
 
• Wikipedia is written collaboratively by 

largely anonymous Internet volunteers 
who write without pay 

http://www.wikipedia.org/


Exploring Wikipedia 



Basic Navigation in Wikipedia 

• Wikipedia articles are all linked, or cross-referenced.  
 
• Highlighted text: is a link to some relevant article or Wikipedia page 

with further in-depth information.  
 
• Other links at the ends of most articles, for other articles of interest, 

relevant external websites and pages, reference material, and organized 
categories of knowledge which can be searched and traversed in a loose 
hierarchy for more information.  

 
• Some articles may have links to dictionary definitions, audio-book 

readings, quotations, and the same article in other languages. 



Wikipedia: Editing 

• Anyone can edit any unprotected page and improve articles 
immediately for all readers.  
 

• Simply click on the "edit" tab at the top of a Wikipedia page (or on a 
section-edit link).  

In this box, you can type in the 
text that you want to add, using 
wiki markup to format the text 
and add other elements like 
images and tables.  
The toolbar above the text box 
can help with formatting.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:How_to_edit_a_page_Edit_box.png


Wikipedia: Editing 

• Some pages are protected from editing.  
• These pages have a View source tab. 
•  You can still edit these pages indirectly, by submitting an “edit 

request” 



WikiLeaks (https://wikileaks.org/) 

• WikiLeaks: is a non-profit media organization.  
 
• Goal:  is to bring important news and information to the public and  it 

provides an innovative, secure and anonymous way for sources to leak 
information to their journalists . 

 
• It accepts anonymous sources of information.  
 
• When information comes in, WikiLeaks journalists analyze the 

material, verify it and write a news piece about it describing its 
significance to society. Then both the news story and the original 
material are published.  

 
• Unlike Wikipedia, random readers cannot edit WikiLeaks source 

documents. 
 
 

https://wikileaks.org/


WikiHow (http://www.wikihow.com/) 

• WikiHow: is a collaborative effort to create the world's most helpful 
how-to guides.  
 

• Like Wikipedia, wikiHow is a wiki, in that anyone can write or edit a 
page on the site.  

 
• Thousands of people from all over the world have collaboratively 

written 171,866 how-to articles. 
 
• An example of WikiHow guides is “How to Earn Money on 

YouTube”. (http://www.wikihow.com/Earn-Money-on-YouTube) 

 
 

 

http://www.wikihow.com/
http://www.wikihow.com/Earn-Money-on-YouTube
http://www.wikihow.com/Earn-Money-on-YouTube
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Blogs 



Blogs 
• A Blog: is an abbreviated version of "weblog" which is a term used to 

describe web sites that maintain an ongoing flow of information.  
 
• A blog features diary-type commentary and links to articles on other 

Web sites, usually presented as a list of entries in reverse 
chronological order. They tackle variety of individual, social, cultural 
and political arenas. 

 
• Until 2009 blogs were usually the work of a single individual. More 

recently "multi-author blogs" (MABs) have developed, with posts 
written by large numbers of authors and professionally edited.  
 
 



Blogs 
• Blogs tend to have a few things in common:  

 
– A main content area with articles listed chronologically, newest 

on top. Often, the articles are organized into categories.  
 

– An archive of older articles.  
 

– A way for people to leave comments about the articles.  
 

– A list of links to other related sites, sometimes called a blogroll.  

 



• Go to www.blogger.com  1 

• Sign in using your Google account 2 

• Choose whether to create a Google+ profile 
or to create a limited Blogger profile. 3 

• Choose to continue  4 

Starting with Blogs 

http://www.blogger.com/


You can then choose whether you’d 
like to create your own blog or add 
other blogs to your reading list. 



Adding a Blog to the Reading List 

• Steps to add a blog to your reading list: 
– Copy its URL, then press the “add” button below the reading list in the 

blogger welcome page. 
–  A window will then appear where you’ll paste the URL and choose 

whether to follow this blog publicly or anonymously then click follow.  
– It will be added to your reading list.  
 

 



Creating a New Blog 

• At the welcome page, choose to add a “new blog”. 
• Provide the blog title, and the address that you’re going to use to refer 

to your blog (domain).  
• Choose a preliminary template for the blog. 

 



Adding New Post 

• After creating the blog choose the “view blog” option and then click 
on new post as shown below 

 
• A new screen will appear with a workspace where you’ll write your 

post together with several additional options.  
 
 
 
 

• Specify the labels that you would like to add to the post, when it is 
supposed to be published online and the link of the post for sharing it. 

 



Changing the Blog Design 
• To edit the blog design choose the view blog button > Design from the 

upper right part of the screen. 
 

• Click on Template from the blog’s pane then click “Customize”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

• You also can customize the template itself, its background color, the 
widths, layout and the different advanced options concerning the text 
font style, size and color of each part of the blog. 



Changing the Blog Design 

• To change the blog layout  
– choose the “layout” option from the blog’s pane. 

 



Changing the Blog Design 
You can edit the settings of each component. Moreover, you can add 
different “gadgets”:  
 
• Text: Adds a text message to your blog. 

 
• Image: Add an image. 

 
• Logo: Adds a distinctive logo. 
 
• Video bar: Display YouTube clips without having to the page. 
 
• List: Add a list of your favorite books, movies, or anything you like. 

 
 

 
 



Changing the Blog Design 
• Link list: Display a collection of your favorite sites, blogs, or web pages. 
 
• Bloglist: Show off what you read with a blogroll of your favorite blogs. 
 
• Blog’s stats: Display the number of pageviews to your blog. 
 
• Search box: Let visitors search your blog, blogroll, and all your links. 
 
• Follow by email: Make it easy for visitors to receive email with your posts. 
 
• Poll: survey your visitors by adding a poll to your blog. 

 

 



Example: Add an Image 
• To add an image under the header, we will click on add a gadget, 

choose “image”. You can specify the title, caption and locate the 
picture  



Editing Blog Posts 
• You can edit the “blog posts” options. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

• You can rearrange the items in the post’s body. 



Managing Comments 
• To view comments and manage them, choose “comments” from the 

blog’s pane.  
• You can remove a posted content, delete a comment or identify it as 

spam  



Statistics 
• You can view different statistics about your posts frequency and the 

number of your blog viewers and their distribution around the world.  



Well-known Egyptian Blogs 

Blogger: Zeinobia  
– Blog: Egyptian chronicles 
– http://egyptianchronicles.blogspot.com/ 

 
Blogger: Rehab Bassam 

–  Blog: Hawadeet (Roz bellaban lsha7’seen) 
– http://hadouta.blogspot.com/ 

 

http://egyptianchronicles.blogspot.com/
http://hadouta.blogspot.com/


Twitter 



Twitter 
• Twitter was created in March 2006 by 

Jack Dorsey and by July, the social 
networking site was launched. 
 

• Twitter has become one of the ten most 
visited websites on the Internet, and 
has been described as "the SMS of the 
Internet".  

 
• Twitter has become a mainstream that 

huge world news organizations such as 
CNN and the BBC are using it to 
collect news. Twitter has been also used 
in presidential elections by 
@BARAKOBAMA.  
 
 

 

 



What is Twitter? 
• Twitter is a micro-blogging network of real-time posts that are limited 

to 140 characters or less. 
 
• Today's Twitter is now less focused on “What are you doing?” and 

more about “What’s going on?”  
 
• It has emerged as a source for discovery with a focus on sharing 

relevant information and engaging in conversation.  
 
• Many people now think of Twitter as a news source rather than a 

social network, using it for networking and discussion based on their 
own interests. 



• Go to : www.twitter.com 1 

• Click on the yellow button sign up 2 

• Complete your information  3 

• Click on the yellow button "Create my account". 4 

Sign up for Twitter 

http://www.twitter.com/


Welcome to Twitter 
• First it will explain to you what a tweet is > click next. 

 
• Choose five people to follow from the suggested list > click next. 

 
• Choose five more by interest. If you want to follow political figures, 

you can click on politics and browse a list of politician that you can 
choose from to follow > Click next. 
 

• Now Twitter will help you to find people that you may know by 
searching your mail. Click the search contacts button. 
 

• Twitter will open a new window asking for permission to manage your 
e-mail contacts. Click Allow access. 
 
 
 
 



Welcome to Twitter 
 
• Choose the people from your contact list > click next. 

 
• Now Twitter will suggest inviting your friends that aren't on Twitter 

yet. Clicks invite these friends or just skip this step by closing the 
window. 
 

• Upload a photo that will represent you on your profile by clicking 
upload image. Don't forget to describe yourself.  

 
• Don't forget to confirm your account by checking your e-mail and 

verifying your account by following the instruction received from 
twitter. 
 

• Congratulations now you have a twitter account.  
 



How to find people to follow 
 

• To find people to follow — your Twitter friends, your online 
community.  

 
• You can follow or unfollow anyone at any time. When you follow 

someone 
– Each time that person posts a comment (tweet); you will see it on 

your Twitter home page. 
– The people you follow may follow you back, and if they do, they’ll 

see your comments on their pages. 
– You can send a Direct Message (or DM) to someone you’re 

following.  
 



How to find people by name 

• Type the person's name into the search box at the top of your Twitter 
homepage.  

 
• Results for your search will show up under the People tab on the 

search results page. 
 
• You can also search by typing the person's name into the search box 

on the Connect page. 

 



What's a Twitter timeline? 

• Your home timeline is a long stream showing all Tweets from those 
you have chosen to follow on Twitter. 
 

• The newest updates are at the top. You can interact with Tweets from 
within the timeline by hovering your mouse over a Tweet to reply, 
retweet, or favorite. 

 
• Clicking anywhere on a Tweet in your timeline expands the Tweet, so 

you can see photos, videos, and other information related to that 
Tweet. 

 



What is an @reply? 

• An @reply is any update posted by clicking the Reply button on a 
Tweet. 
 

• Any Tweet that is an @reply to you begins with your username and 
will show up in your Mentions tab on the Connect page 

 



What is a mention? 

• A mention:  is any Twitter update that contains 
"@username" anywhere in the body of the Tweet.  

 
• @replies are considered mentions. 
 
• We collect these messages, as well as all your @replies, in 

the Mentions tab on the Connect page. 
 
• If you include more than one person's name in your Tweet 

and you use the @username format, all of those people will 
see the Tweet in their Mentions tab. 
 



Hashtags 

• People use the hashtag symbol # before a relevant keyword or phrase 

(no spaces) in their Tweet to categorize those Tweets and help them 

show more easily in Twitter Search.  

• Clicking on a hashtagged word in any message shows you other 

Tweets marked with that keyword. 

• Hashtagged words that become very popular are often Trending 

Topics. 

• If you Tweet with a hashtag on a public account, anyone who does a 

search for that hashtag may find your Tweet 

 



Conclusion  



THANK YOU  
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